Abstract
Introduction
LCO has been a persistent problem on several current fighter aircraft and is generally encountered with external store configurations.
Denegri [1] provided a detailed description of the aircraft/store LCO phenomenon.
Norton [2] He also has studied the shock buffet phenomenon in addition to transonic LCO [5] . It should be noted that, however, there is no conflict in the NSD model and the TSS model in thatbothphysical effects maycontribute to LCO.
Recent renewed interest in LCOis perhaps motivated bytheneed to further understand thephysics of LCO and the currentadventof CFD methodology in aeroelasticity. There aretwopotential computational methods forLCOprediction/investigation: theCFL3D code (version 6) [6] [7] [8] This and a single block version of this grid are used in the computations to follow.
Numerical Methodology
The computer code used in this study is CFL3D v6, That scheme uses subgrids consisting of "slave vertices" to move both block boundaries and interiors.
In some instances, in order to achieve an optimal division of grid points, it is necessary to place flow field block boundaries near a moving solid surface. An example of this is shown in Figure 1 . The multiblock boundary and interior movement scheme allows the user to place block boundaries near surfaces as necessary for optimal parallelization. Boundaries interior to the fluid domain near a surface respond to the local surface motion. As the airfoil moves, block boundaries move to maintain integrity of block interfaces and the airfoil surface. User controlled input makes it possible to update the mesh using this subgrid/TFI-based scheme alone or to update with an initialization using this scheme plus additional smoothing steps. These added smoothing steps, the number of which can be defined by the user, employ the modified spring analogy scheme [7] . In the current implementation the spring analogy scheme updating the mesh interior is now written in delta formulation so that the relative orientation of the original grid is retained.
The solid body rotation/translation of the fluid grid is also now performed near both solid surface and block fluid boundaries.
The time-marching simulation of the aeroelastic responses is obtained using the state transition matrix solution from t to t+At of the state variable representation of the decoupled modal equations [19] [20] . The state transition matrix based scheme is optimal in the sense that it is derived from an exact solution of the free response of the modal equations. The actual scheme uses predictor/corrector steps. The predictor step marches the structure using the solution of the modal equations at the step n to get the surface deflection at the time step n+l. This provides the surface shape for a recomputation of the fluid mesh and the fluid domain solution at n+l. After a solution of the fluid domain involving multiple subiterations, the corrector step then solves the modal equations at the time step n+l using the averaged generalized forces at n and n+l.
Because the CFD and CSM meshes usually do not match at the interface, CFD/CSM coupling requires a surface spline interpolation between the two domains. 
where m h is the total mass (m h -26.64 kg), Ic The aeroelastic equations and the CFD grid are maintained in dimensional form. Toperform thetimemarching CFD computation in CFL3Dv6.0,it is necessary to convert Eq.(1) intomodal coordinates, i.e.:
The criterionusedin [13] [14] wasto matchthe computed to the measured time-averaged surface pressure distribution. Note that the off-diagonal terms in the damping matrix are assumed to be zero for simplicity.
Results and Discussions
The simulated case here is the measurement No.77 documented in [12] . As mentioned before, the As shown in [13] [14] , because of the relatively large chord length of the airfoil with respect to the wind tunnel test section (1 m x 1 m), both the freestream Mach number and the angle of attack need to be corrected to take into account wind tunnel wall effects. Figure 4 , the resultfrom Eulercomputation overpredicts the shockstrength. The matchbetween the computed pressures of the viscous solutions andexperiment is slightly less near theshock. 
Effect of Perturbation Size
The effect of initial perturbation size is studied by repeating earlier simulations with both turbulence models, but with a large initial perturbation (-.114 in the velocity of the second mode). Results are shown in figures 11 and 12. After the expected very large transients passed, the solutions using the two turbulence models appear to have reached LCO solutions. In 
